pSW697 - pTMO5>>
RRID:Addgene_116004
Type: Plasmid

Proper Citation
RRID:Addgene_116004

Plasmid Information
URL: http://www.addgene.org/116004
Proper Citation: RRID:Addgene_116004
Organism: Arabidopsis thaliana
Bacterial Resistance: Spectinomycin
Defining Citation: PMID:30026289
Plasmid Name: pSW697 - pTMO5>>

Ratings and Alerts
No rating or validation information has been found for pSW697 - pTMO5>>.
No alerts have been found for pSW697 - pTMO5>>.

Data and Source Information
Source: Addgene

Usage and Citation Metrics
We have not found any literature mentions for this resource.